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About more alphabets
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Type specimens
Palatino nova titling

84

Palatino nova roman

85

Palatino nova Greek

86

Palatino nova Cyrillic

87

Palatino nova Arabic

88

Palatino nova sans

89

Optima nova italic

90

Optima nova titling

91

Venture

92

Noris

93

Medici script

94

Hallmark Textura

95

Marconi italic

96

Marconi roman

97
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ITC Zapf International italic

98

ITC Zapf International roman

99

ITC Zapf International heavy

100

Zapf Essentials (partial)

101

Zapfino one (with “hyperswashes”) 102
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Zapfino four

103

Aurelia italic

104

Aurelia roman

105

AMS Euler fraktur bold

106

AMS Euler text

107

Zapf Renaissance italic swash

108

Zapf Renaissance italic

109

ITC Zapf Chancery

110

Zapf Civilité

111

F o r ewo r d
l
Letterforms are things that nearly all of us in the
Western world have learned to take for granted.
We treat them much like door knobs, water taps,
thermostats, and hinges. We evidently think (in
defiance of all logic) that what we read or write
matters far more than how it’s read or written,
and that letterforms are just a way to get there,
as a door knob is a way to open a door. At their
best, though, letterforms are more like sailboats
and cellos. They are works of art that beg to be
used as well as admired. They make demands on
those who use them; in return, they lend their
beauty, strength, and character to the work for
which they are used. As you read the page, the
letters can vanish, reappear, and vanish again,
depending where you focus your attention. But
whether you pay them attention or not, they may
have just as much effect on how you read as a
sailboat can have on your experience of travel.
Hermann Zapf loves to compare typography
and architecture: two domains in which the
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